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(1) Houses Built Upon The Sand - A Biblical Examination Of The Lighthouse Movement1 by
Delusion & Apostasy Watch News, 9/25/99
There are a few interesting facts in this series of articles. First, there is a list of the current participating church denominations and parachurch organizations who have already covenanted with Lighthouse. Second, we find out that Lighthouse is attempting to sign up and collect personal information into a very large computer database on all its members and churches. Third, we can see looming
behind this veiled attempt at evangelism an agenda leading many into the apostate Third Wave and
ultimately to the “woman who rides the beast”. The people behind this organization, such as C. Peter Wagner and Edwardo Silvoso are, on the one hand, at the forefront of promoting and organizing the “New Apostolic Reformation” where they are attempting to build a new foundation for the
“church”, and on the other attempting to implement this Lighthouse scheme that is supposed to benefit the cause of Christ. After reading this information it becomes clear what true believers and the
true Body of Christ ought to do ... (1) stay out of this organization (2) do not submit your information to this database (3) remain in your local church in the area the Lord has called you to (4) continue to do the work of preaching the gospel and taking care of the less fortunate without the assistance and materials of programs like these (5) and avoid any association with these people or any
events they promote.
(2) Transformation Or Deception - An Expose’ On The George Otis “Transformations” Video2
by Tom Smith, 3/14/00
“In a film recently released by the Sentinel Group which is titled “Transformations” and which is
narrated by George Otis Jr., we are presented with a series of four communities that are portrayed
as having been radically transformed by revivals. The film says that each of these communities has
been subjected to strategic spiritual warfare, using the approach promoted by the Sentinel Group
and associated organizations. The implication is that if you follow their approach, this is the result
that you can expect to see. We decided to do some research into the claims made in the film, and the
following chart is a summary of what we have discovered to date. Beacause of the remoteness of
these communities from our location, it has been difficult to research all of the claims, and our
work continues.” Here is another location3 for this story! This article is listed under C. Peter Wagner because of the close working relationship between George Otis, Jr. and himself on this project
and others.
(3) The New Apostolic Reformation4 by Inner-City Christian Discernment Ministry, 2000
This is the index page for a series of articles on the Apostolic Movement or, as C. Peter Wagner,
self-proclaimed “apostle” calls it, “The New Apostolic Reformation”. “The most dangerous purveyors of deception are today’s restored apostles and prophets. Why? Because they purport to
speak for our Lord and they claim to hold the greatest authority over the direction of the Church
and the lives of God’s people. These apostles & prophets are the people that the majority of the
other leaders in the charismatic movement look to for new insights, revelation, and vision for the
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future of the Church. In the left hand column is a series of files which expose this most recent aberrant movement within charismania. Each page will have other “levels” of pages contained in them,
like a Chinese puzzle box. So take the time to search through them! It will be eye opening. ICCDM
has more information on the “Apostolic Movement” than any other web site.”
(4) The World Christian Movement - Evangelism Vs. Evangelization5 by Albert James Dager,
Media Spotlight, Volume 22 - Number 1 (Summer 1999)
“The Lord’s prophecy concerning the greatest end-time deception should warn us that things are
not always as they seem. For a deception to be so seductive that even the very elect would take pause to wonder if it is of God, it would have to have all the earmarks of a true work of God. That
means it would come in the name of Jesus, it would have a great deal of solid biblical truth, it
would affirm the Gospel, and it would be a “good work.” And signs and wonders would accompany
it. Those who might recognize and expose the deception would be looked upon as divisive, hateful
and deceived themselves. For the most part, the churches would go along with the deception.” This
is an expose’ of a number of organizations and individuals such as C. Peter Wagner. Read Part 16,
Part 27, Part 38. Part 49 is actually a seperate article on Dominion Theology.
(5) Did You Buy A Used Vehicle From This Man?10 by Sandy Simpson, 7/00
“C. Peter Wagner has been writing books for a long time. Some people never change their sales
pitch. The same used vehicle still sits on the same lot.”
(6) C. Peter Wagner - Quotes & Notes11 compiled by Sandy Simpson & Mike Oppenheimer, 9/01
You need to read this page to see exactly where C. Peter Wagner is leading the apostate church!
(7) The New Apostolic Government ... What Earthly Good Is It? ... An expose’ of the “Open
Memorandum Addressing The Twin Towers War” by C. Peter Wagner12
commentary by Sandy Simpson, 9/27/01
“That he and a few others want to be the papal voice of Christianity (as if we needed a larger cacophony of voices at this point) is an indictment on Christianity as a whole.”
(8) Spiritual Mapping13 by Rev. Kent Philpott, Miller Avenue Church, 6/99
“It started with John Dawson’s book, Taking Our Cities for God, published in 1989 by Creation
House. The book’s subtitle is: “How to Break Spiritual Strongholds.” John Dawson, at that time,
directed Youth With A Mission in Los Angeles, California. In a quest for more effective evangelism
tools, he taught that demonic forces block gospel efforts.”
(9) Spiritual Warfare14 by Mike Oppenhiemer, Let Us Reason Ministries, 6/99
“It is a restoration theology that is being promoted which is foreign to the scripture. It is Christ
who will restore the Earth in the Millenium. He has not given this power or authority over into the
hands of man. We cannot Christianize the world but we can make individual people Christians. Not
by binding the demons to set them free but by preaching the Gospel and making disciples.”
(10) Spiritual Warfare Evangelism: How Did We Get Here?15 by Orrel Steinkamp, The Plumbline, Volume 6, No. 5 - November/December 2001
“In this issue of Plumbline I will include a short article that summarizes the teaching of geographical spiritual warfare: a concise summary that provides a comprehensive view of this subject. Following this article I will summarize the historical milieu from which these practices have evolved.
C. Peter Wagner, as well as others, did not cut the current warfare worldview from new cloth.”
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(11) The Unsound Bytes Series #1 - C. Peter Wagner16 by Steve Mitchell, Power To Stand Ministries, 2/02
God’s timing for the coming of the false prophets and apostles is the last days and Wagner and
friends are right on schedule.
(12) Praying With Power17 by C. Peter Wagner - Reviewed by Mike Oppenheimer
(13) Peter Wagner’s Apostles for the Second Apostolic Age18 by Mike Oppenheimer, Let Us
Reason Ministries, 9/15/04
Wagner’s explanation of what is taking place.
(14) The Agenda & Teaching Of The New Apostolic Reformation19 with forward by Sandy
Simpson, 5/23/05
I am posting the transcript of this conference in the hope that those who want to know what is going
on in the churches across the world today will be able to understand the agenda of the New Apostolic Reformation. This agenda runs through thousands of agencies and web sites. It is what is driving
the Transformations movement, the global prayer movement, and thousands of other churches and
organizations. What Christians need to realize is that they need to make a choice now. A majority of
Christian churches have already succumbed to this Dominionist agenda foisted on the churches by
false apostles driven by false prophecies from false prophets. Wagner is talking about the government of the church, under the leadership of the new foundational restored “apostles”, OVERTHROWING the governments of the world. A spirit is indeed saying something to the churches, but
since this is based on false prophecy rather than the written Word, you can begin to understand that
this is not of the Holy Spirit speaking. If this agenda that C. Peter Wagner is proposing and is about
to pull off is not “the woman who rides the beast” I don’t know what is!

Pas op voor volgende opleidingsinstituten van Wagner:
 http://www.acea-schools.org/index.asp?action=members
Eén voorbeeld uit deze lijst:
Prepare International Schools of Ministry
Alan Vincent, Apostle
Randy Boyd, Administrator
Drew Brown, Administrator
2822 Bee Cave
San Antonio, TX 78231
Website: www.prepareinternational.org
Peter Wagner
België: http://www.prepareinternational.org/projectsbelgium.html
Dit “Prepare International” overspoelt op dit ogenblik Europa voor de “Nieuwe Apostolische
Reformatie”.
Lees over C. Peter Wagner hier verder:
http://www.verhoevenmarc.be/PDF/Valse-Profeten.pdf
http://www.verhoevenmarc.be/PDF/Laatste-Grote-Zalving.pdf
http://www.verhoevenmarc.be/PDF/vineyard.pdf
Over Wagners dominionisme:
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